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Convergence of Electronic Systems for Vehicle Propulsion - Day 1
Session Code: ESVP100

Room Salon A, B, C

This track addresses the trends, the challenges and the solutions of electronic systems controlling vehicle propulsion. It covers the controls of ICE -
Internal Combustion Engines, Transmission & drivelines, xEV Applications and electrification. The focus is on: electrification and the impacts of the
various systems.  Experts from OEM, Integrators, Tier suppliers and Academia will address issues critical to the automotive industry .
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The growth of both regulation and targets for Low Carbon Vehicles sets a major
challenge for the road transport sector. There are many technical options to
reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions ¿ all have challenges and there are
no clear winners. Hybrid systems are effective for improving efficiency in
stop/start driving but engine efficiency is more important for high speed driving.
The thermal efficiency of the internal combustion engine has considerable scope
to improve and could reach over 60% in future products with advanced cycles
and heat recovery. Examples of Ricardo research will show the potential of
technology advances, applied in cost-effective systems, to improve efficiency and
reduce CO2 emissions in light duty vehicles.

The development of future powertrains is driven by the desire to realise systems
that operate as close to the optimum as possible. In order to achieve the optimal
operation, the complexity of the propulsion system has increased. Additionally the
inclusion of electrification allows even greater freedom of operation. Playing the
right melody by using the potential of the system, especially in transient
operations, is essential for the realisation of the targets.
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Expert Panel Discussion: Engine Systems & Their Controls

Economic Hybridization and the Influence of Constraints

Opportunities and Challenges of Hybrid Electric Vehicles: What is the
"Right" Level of Electrification?

48V Hybrid Systems - Delivering Function at Reduced Cost

BREAK

Optimizing Losses for High Volume Traction Inverters

Peter Savagian, General Motors Co.

Daniel Kok, Ford Electric Vehicle

Philip George, Schaeffler Group USA Inc.

Jack Ingram, Delphi Automotive Systems LLC

Engine Systems & Their Controls Complexity of engine systems continues to
increase due to escalating calls on their design and operation. Synchronizing the
desired aspects of their primary functions with the assorted obligations that
legislation and customer expectations bring is a multi-faceted engineering
challenge. Many of these aspects are evolving to take account of new technology
or novel mixtures of technologies. This panel addresses those engineering
aspects.

In hybrid-electric vehicle system, there are many maneuvers that are enabled by
adding electric power to an internal combustion engine and driveline with
enabling kinematics and mechanisms.  Some electrified maneuvers reduce fuel
consumption per unit  of electrical energy expended  more than  others.  Electrical
energy and power are fundamental  constraints all hybrid systems.   So called
"Micro" and "Mild" hybrid systems set these constraints low and the targeted
functional maneuvers and driveline content should be wisely selected.

Driven by ever more demanding on-road customer expectations and legislative
requirements, large car manufacturers face the challenge to improve fuel
consumption and emissions of their products in a cost effective manner.  The well
of conventional internal combustion engine and transmission technology is drying
up and it is getting increasingly expensive to draw from it. New powertrain
functions are needed and some OEMs  ¿ including Ford ¿ now serve an
increasing customer base with a matured generation of Hybrid or Plug-In Hybrid
products. In order to further democratize and expand the application of Hybrid
technology in future cars, significant cost reductions are required. But these cost
savings will come with trade-offs: engineering, planning and marketing
professionals are thus faced with the issue of finding the sweet-spot of best
attributes at minimal cost and investment. What role can premium Start-stop
systems, mild/medium Hybrids and full Hybrids play? How do their subsystems
interact? And does a low voltage Hybrid really provide good value for money?
These and other important questions will be up for discussion in the presentation.

Energy efficiency and maximum power semiconductor temperature are two of the
most critical aspects of hybrid and electric vehicle design.  This presentation will
cover the details of how a custom power loss tool was developed and how it is
used during the design and verification stages of multiple high volume traction
inverters.

Paul A. Baltusis, Ford Motor Co.
Panelists - Dietrich Burkhardt, Schaeffler GmbH; Joe Capuano, Robert

Bosch LLC; Eileen Davidson, Ford Motor Co.; Michael
Grimes, General Motors Co.; Robert Miller, Vector CANtech
Inc.; Robert Rimkus, General Motors Co.; 

Moderators - 
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Convergence of Intelligent Vehicle Systems - Day 1
Session Code: IVS100

Room Salon D

This track addresses the entire electronic infrastructure that is connecting the HEV, EV and ICE vehicle to its environment. The focus will be on the
application of vehicle electronics technology as applied to safety, ITS applications, the mobility internet, power system architectures as well as security
issues related to vehicle electronic systems. Lastly, the track will address both system and component level architecture.
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There are three significant energy issues pushing automotive powertrain design:
global CO2 reduction, which is regulated through the GHG rule; local pollution
reduction, which is regulated through Tier 2 rulings; and energy source diversity,
which is regulated through renewable fuel standards. Companies are responding
to the challenges with innovation that is both evolutionary and revolutionary, a
combination of which will be necessary to meet the 2025 CAFE regulations.
Ricardo has focused on a combination of engine downsizing, minor electrification
and boosting, to achieve performance standards that consumers have come to
expect from their vehicles.

Stop/start applications, low power-battery operated regenerative braking for
intelligent alternator controls, smart load controls, enhanced electric load
efficiencies, engine optimization, and enhanced aerodynamics are universally
recognized vehicle technologies, supporting CO2 and emissions reduction.

Panelists will address Architecture, Mechanism, Costs and Benefits of mobile
interaction with the infrastructure. Topics such as real time mobile video for
incident awareness, traffic management, driver/passenger security along with
architectures, build-out requirements, public entity road management interfacing,
and data use for public and private entities will be addressed.

Mark Zachos, DG Technologies
Panelists - Udi Naamani, Center For Automotive Research; Christopher

Peplin, Ford Motor Co.; Linda Senigaglia, Navigation
Solutions L L C; Mark A. Shasteen, Delphi Automotive
Systems; 

Moderators - 
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Convergence of Electronic Systems for Vehicle Propulsion - Day 2
Session Code: ESVP200

Room Salon A, B, C

This track addresses the trends, the challenges and the solutions of electronic systems controlling vehicle propulsion. It covers the controls of ICE -
Internal Combustion Engines, Transmission & drivelines, xEV Applications and electrification. The focus is on: electrification and the impacts of the
various systems.  Experts from OEM, Integrators, Tier suppliers and Academia will address issues critical to the automotive industry .
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Augmenting Vehicle Localization Using Visual Context

New Mathematics of Situational Driving

Evolution from Assisted to Automated Driving

Information Centric Networking on Wheels (IC NoW) - Architecture
and Protocols

DSRC for V2V safety

Going Wireless - Opportunities and Challenges for Mobility
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Mobility Industries
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Until now the primary focus for the safety specialist in the Automobile Industry
has been on passive safety. With the increasing miniaturization of high speed
computing components, the increased use of computing in vehicle systems and
communication ¿Active¿ and ¿Tertiary¿ systems are being introduced into the
vehicle fleet at an increasing rate. ABS, ESC and post-crash  notification are
becoming  common features in the next generation of vehicles. The speakers in
this session will discuss the current development paths that are being followed to
introduce the connectivity and the potential pitfalls.

Recent developments in the automotive industry point to a new emerging domain
of vehicular wireless networks, in which vehicles equipped with radios can
communicate a wide range of information to each other and the wider Internet,
including traffic and safety updates as well as infotainment content.  In this talk, I
will discuss how to develop a hybrid network architecture for such vehicular
networks which combines both the existing cellular infrastructure as well as new
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication capabilities. The hypothesis is that such
a hybrid network architecture will improve cost, capacity and robustness,
compared to either a purely centralized cellular-based approach or a purely
distributed V2V approach. Under a hybrid architecture, we aim to design
information-centric protocols for information dissemination, aggregation, and
storage, that can exploit the spatio-temporally localized nature of vehicular
applications.

Mark Zachos, DG Technologies
Panelists - Keith S. Harrington, Daimler Trucks North America LLC;

Michael Scott Moore, Southwest Research Institute; Joseph
R. Zinecker, Lockheed Martin Missiles & Fire Control; 

Moderators - 
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Development of Automotive Power Module Packaging
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Automated steering control is not a new trend anymore in the active safety
domain. Most OEMs already have the Lane keeping feature in production or
ready for production. Now days, the OEMs and Tier1 suppliers are actively
evaluating the automated steering control for Lane Centering / Lane Change /
Obstacle Avoidance features for near future production. The Front Electrical
Power Steer (EPS) is the common actuator for those automated lateral motion
control. This presentation further considers a fail scenario of the front EPS. The
front EPS is used as the primary actuator for the automated lateral motion control.
The differential brake and/or the Active Rear Steer (ARS) are considered as a
possible backup actuator for a fail-safe function. In this presentation, we discuss
potential possibility and the limit of the differential brake and the ARS for
automated lateral motion control.

The relentless evolution of powertrain systems implies an even wider range of
flexibility to precisely control the various electro-actuators over the life time.
Moreover, for meeting faster time to market requirements it is more and more
important applying a concept that enables short development cycles. As a
consequence the availability of a smart, programmable device for actuator control
that allows for high flexibility in HW/SW design utilizing configurable software
functions could enable the convergence of architecture (e.g. GDI, DDI) into a set
of powerful electronic systems. The described advanced solutions for smart
actuator control will address new demanding applications in powertrain systems.

Cars today are fitted with a large number of sensors (e.g., radar, ultrasound,
cameras, accelerometers, gyroscopes, and sensors for pressure, temperature,
moisture, etc.) in an effort to improve passenger-safety and comfort, fuel
economy and emissions. Multiple-sensor fusion has been used in high-end cars
for robust real-time decision making based on redundancy and complementarity
of information from many sensors. Global competition will drive the introduction of
sensor fusion into all cars.

Requirements for automotive power modules in regards to cost, reliability,
efficiency, form factor, weight, and volume continue to drive the development of
automotive power packaging technologies. Innovations in materials, structure,
and processing techniques are leading to enormous improvements in power
modules. In this presentation, the development and trends in power module
packaging are evaluated by examining technical details with examples of
industrial products. The issues and tendencies for future automotive power
module packaging are also discussed.
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The Emergence of GaN-Based Component Technologies for Power
Electronics and Expected Benefits for Electric Drive Vehicles

Capacitor Technologies For Automotive Applications

System Engineering for Today¿s Complex Propulsion Systems - A
Control System Perspective

Systems Integration: Bridging the Gap Between the OEM and
Suppliers Using Systems Engineering
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Requirements for automotive power modules in regards to cost, reliability,
efficiency, form factor, weight, and volume continue to drive the development of
automotive power packaging technologies. Innovations in materials, structure,
and processing techniques are leading to enormous improvements in power
modules. In this presentation, the development and trends in power module
packaging are evaluated by examining technical details with examples of
industrial products. The issues and tendencies for future automotive power
module packaging are also discussed.

As the electronic content of automotive systems continues to increase, designers
need access to the latest commercial advances - but with solutions tailored to the
additional requirements for robustness, reliability and life cycle support demanded
for automotive applications. This presentation will review some of the more recent
innovations in capacitor technology and describe the design and qualification
activity that differentiates these products for automotive applications.

Modern automobiles are complex mechatronic systems with dozens of
microprocessors and millions of lines of control software that manage everything
from the electric seats to fuel injection timing.  Expectations are that electronic
control and software will constitute the largest growth area of new vehicle content
in the future.  Managing the growth of this complexity in a way that still delivers
quality products requires a disciplined adherence to a structured system
engineering development process.  This talk will outline the foundation of the
process that we use and describe some of the ways that we incorporate model-
based methods into the process.

Automotive Manufacturers have traditionally been systems focused, while
suppliers have been component or subsystem focused. It is well known that
systems typically do not break inside components or subsystems, they break at
the interfaces. Accurate definition and testing of the interfaces between
subsystems is critical for success of the system. The need for a Systems
Engineering function that is focused on defining the integration of all
subsystems/components is greatly increasing as the complexity in the vehicle
driven by Electrification, Safety, and Efficiency needs also increases.



Wednesday, September 18

Convergence of Intelligent Vehicle Systems - Day 2
Session Code: IVS200

Room Salon D

The focus of this tier supplier panel is to address what they see as technology developers are the critical areas of focus that need to be addressed in
order to meet consumer needs. Panelists will be asked to address the trends, challenges and opportunities that electronics provides the mobility
industry and to discuss the value propositions needed to balance consumer demand and consumer acceptance. If you are an OEM, tier supplier,
startup company or academic this is your opportunity to ask questions and hear items of criticality to your business.

This track addresses the trends, the challenges and the solutions of electronic systems controlling vehicle propulsion. It covers the controls of ICE -
Internal Combustion Engines, Transmission & drivelines, xEV Applications and electrification. The focus is on: electrification and the impacts of the
various systems.  Experts from OEM, Integrators, Tier suppliers and Academia will address issues critical to the automotive industry.
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Safety Needs for Energy System Optimization in Intelligent Vehicles

Fail Operational Power Architecture Options for Energy Systems of
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Methods for stabilization and back up energy
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Intelligent vehicles place increasing demands on the functional and physical
safety needs associated with electrochemical energy storage systems, used in
xEV¿s.  A wide body of local and international standards and guidelines has been
developed, with the specific purpose to ensure that energy and power
management can be maintained, to and from the energy storage devices on
board these vehicles.  This presentation will illustrate how many of these
standards and guidelines are being put into practice.  A case study for a plug-in
electric vehicle will be provided.

This presentation explores fail operational power architecture for fail operational
systems. A framework that includes a system safety objective and electrical
requirements is developed. Two architecture configurations supporting the
requirements are discussed in detail.
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Cyber Security of Vehicle Connectivity - Expert Panel Discussion

The Path to Autonomous Vehicles and the impact on the Connected
Vehicle

Engineering Tools Required for Developing Connected-Car Networks

Utilizing an Extensible Platform for Multiple V2I Implementations

BREAK

Bill Shogren, Delphi Electronics & Safety

Robert W. Burke, Spirent Communications

Scott Watkins, CruiseCam

Consumer appetites for built in, beamed in, and brought in services in the vehicle
are changing the way we drive.   Vehicle connectivity allows downloadable and
remote software into electronic control units. Without on-board security firewalls,
malicious infiltrations can impact the vehicles dynamic behavior.  This panel
explores automotive cyber security, the risks of data breaches, and protection
techniques proposed for the automotive embedded environment and the back-
end servers (cloud).

This presentation will discuss the possible progression toward autonomous
vehicles and the impact that the evolving sensor and infrastructure technology will
have on vehicle architecture of the Connected Vehicle.  It will discuss the
cost/benefit tradeoffs of several approaches, and will discuss how that analysis
may change as vehicles progress toward full autonomous control.

Learn how to use the correct tools to overcome the challenges of developing the
next generation of connected cars. With advancements in connected car
technologies, there have been limited discussions on the proper tools to design,
test and maintain the actual systems.  Our proprietary on-board systems are
slowly migrating to more standards based systems with higher bandwidth to
support advanced applications.  The car of today can easily have a combination
of multiple technologies for in-car, connectivity and positioning systems including
Cellular, Wi-Fi, GPS/GNSS, Bluetooth, Ethernet, Fiber Optic, CANbus and NFC.
This session will briefly discuss the challenges of working with higher bandwidth,
standards based technologies and integrated systems.  These networks will go
beyond basic performance testing into conformance validation, throughput and
even security considerations.  Special emphasis will be given to the types of tools
that are available during the initial research and design phase as well as for
integration and diagnostic testing.

Deployment of a comprehensive and extensible audio, video and data platform
with satellite, cellular and Wi-Fi communication capabilities, and captures CAN
and J bus data allows for a variety of use cases.  Cameras can provide safety
and security through situational awareness.  Traffic, weather and road condition
can be transmitted or stored on vehicle, as can passenger or cargo integrity for
instant visual assessment.  Audio can be pushed or pulled from the vehicle and
road environment as needed.  Can and J bus data can be captured for diagnostic,
driving behavior and performance measurements.  Existing vehicle safety
systems, such as lane departure cameras can be integrated into the platform for
broader benefits.  This architecture can and is being applied to transit buses,
commercial vehicles, taxis, school buses, passenger vehicle and utility vehicles
around the world.  The presentation will define the general architecture, provide
example implementations, describe the benefits and minimal build out
architectures.

Linda Senigaglia, Navigation Solutions L L C
Panelists - Scott Andrews, Cogenia Partners LLC; Arthur Carter,

National Hwy Traffic Safety Admin; Denis Foo Kune,
University of Michigan; Robert E. Fust, Delphi Connection
Systems; 

Moderators - 



                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                   


